State freezes UF hiring, spending

By Frank Lofton
Alligator Staff Writer

In a frantic effort to make up about $20 million a month in lost state revenue, state Education Commissioner Ralph Turlington and other state Cabinet officials Tuesday ordered cutbacks that will severely curtail spending and hiring at UF and other state agencies.

These freeze mean UF and other state universities immediately will have to stop filling Career Service and other Personnel Services vacancies unless the positions are absolutely essential, Turlington said.

Also, UF officials will face severe cutbacks in their money for travel and other expenses, including office supplies and money for pay raises, Turlington said.

Meanwhile, Gov. Bob Graham withdrew $174 million from the state "rainy day fund" Tuesday to put in state general revenue accounts. That money is expected to keep state agencies running until the end of the fiscal year in June.

When lawmakers wrote the state budget for this year, Turlington said they were expecting a $57 million revenue shortfall for the year. Instead the red ink has risen to $240 million, he said.

Graham announced on Feb. 22 that he would ask Cabinet members to institute the hiring and spending restraints in all their agencies. Although Turlington had pledged his support for the plan soon after Graham's announcement, the freeze did not become official until Cabinet officers adopted the plan Tuesday.

"We're not broke, but we're going to have to do something, obviously," Turlington said Tuesday. "What state officials will have to do, he said, is conserve money and then put the remainder back in general revenue accounts to have a head start for next year.

See 'Freeze'
next page

UF illegally dumps oil in nearby creek

By Vinny Kantz
Alligator Staff Writer

After illegally dumping almost 200 gallons of a fuel mixture into a creek near F.K. Yonge Laboratory School, the UF Physical Plant Division has been slapped with a warning notice from the Florida Department of Environmental Regulation.

Physical Plant Director Tom Nyman admitted that workers took a "short cut" when they washed the oil-water mixture into Tumbling Creek in southwest Gainesville during mid-December. But a local DER official said no further charges would be brought against UF.

"We sent them the notice, they explained and apologized," said Dick Vogt, local DER director. "It would probably serve no purpose to pursue it further."

The Dec. 25 spill occurred when Physical Plant workers were cleaning out a fuel tank on the F.K. Yonge campus, which is on UF property just southwest of campus on

See 'Fuel spill'
page four

Women at UF

Study shows many still face sexual harassment, bias

By Broward Luton
Alligator Staff Writer

The women's movement is making little headway against sexual harassment and discrimination in Florida's public education, a study released this week indicates, and UF may be the worst violator among the state's public universities.

The Sarasota-based Education Action of Florida, a non-profit research group, identified problems of sexual harassment, unequal opportunity and sexism in textbooks based on data available for all primary, secondary and post-secondary public schools in the state.

Of the UF women surveyed, 35 percent of the undergraduate students and 25 percent of the graduate students reported that male professors had made direct sexual advances toward them, often offering to trade grades for sex.

Miami psychologist Judy Ostinsky, who compiled much of the report's data, said women may be subjected to embarrassing remarks, lower grades, sexual inquiries and denied letters of recommendation if they reject sexual advances.

Only 27 percent of the women in traditionally female colleges - such as nursing, fine arts and education - and 32 percent of the women in non-traditional fields - such as engineering and agriculture - said they had professors who made derogatory remarks about women in general.

Miami's Phipps Mook, UF associate student services dean, said those figures are similar to others she has seen in national surveys.

Mook handles UF sexual harassment complaints, which have increased in the last two years, and she said she is working with other UF administrators to train faculty on how to handle sexual harassment.

"I'll bet there are a few professors playing around in each department," said an anonymous male UF professor quoted in the report. "Most of them don't even try to hide it. For some, it's a kind of competition, like mated heads.

The report also found the number of female professors at UF had not changed significantly in five years. Of the nine state universities in Florida, UF has provided the least equitable salaries for women professors. Between 1974 and 1980, in 195 comparisons between men's and women's faculty salaries by rank and year in the State University System, men were ahead in 150 cases.

Mook said there is an acute shortage of women professors at UF and UF is not doing what it could to correct that.

"Individual administrators may be committed to hiring more women," said Mook, but UF does not give them the support they need to overcome years of discrimination.

Mook said she regards the regular Affirmative Action reports the universities must file with the Board of Regents as "a joke."

Although female students are making inroads into traditionally male colleges, their professional counterparts are lagging far behind.

An example is the College of Journalism and Communications, where women undergraduates make up 61 percent of the student body. But there are five women on the 32-member faculty.

Similar cases can be found in the colleges of agriculture, architecture and business.

In the UF College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 50 percent of the women queried in the study said they were offered textbook privileges that "seemed to forget the female gender." Only 12 percent of male students said they were offered.

The report concludes stereotypical attitudes toward women "hinder the morale, the educational goals, the career plans, or the participation of female students, faculty, staff and policy-makers."

Education Action plans to form a commission represented by 37 offices and organizations - including the Governor's Office, the Department of Education, the Legislature, student groups and faculty and teacher unions - to formulate statewide policy for women's rights in public education.
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Students to elect 40
senators next week

By Lisa Beckman
Aliagator Staff Writer

UF Student Government candidates have hit campus wearing flashy campaign stickers and boasting about goals they want to accomplish, if students elect them March 10 and 11.

Even though the spotlight shines on the top three positions — student body president, vice president and treasurer — most of next week’s ballot will be devoted to the 40 student senate seats available this spring.

The Student Senate is composed of 80 students who help decide SC policy and determine how SC money is spent. Next week, students will choose 40 new senators to represent the 18 UF colleges and the freshman and sophomore classes. The other 40 senators are made up of students who live on and off campus. Their seats are up for grabs in the fall.

Other positions to be filled include the four students qualified for 23 student Honor Court justice positions. UF freshmen Carlos Martinez, agriculture major Mark Moer, sophomore James Karrh and sophomore Jennifer Bowman. Justice candidates are not allowed to be affiliated with any party.

Each of the three parties this spring has stated senate candidates for most of the college positions.

However, a few college spots went unopposed, giving the Students Unite Now party the Colleges of Dentistry and Veterinary Medicine. University Student Alliance party took the School of Forestry. Seven students are not affiliated with a party.

Plaza debate scheduled today

By Lisa Beckman
Aliagator Staff Writer

Two UF student body presidential hopefuls have challenged each other to two separate debates on the Plaza of the Americas.

Students Unite Now presidential candidate Brian Ballard and vice-presidential running mate Arla Parker will clash with University Student Alliance presidential hopeful Steve Southerland, his vice presidential running mate Charlotte Mater and Solidarity's presidential and vice-presidential candidates Richard Balitin and Howard Levy today at noon.

They have said full-time students will be "campaign issues."

But Southerland said that because most students will be leaving town today for spring break he is challenging his four opponents to a debate March 10 — election day. Same place, same time, Southerland said Tuesday.

The senate candidates...

College   Solidarity   University Student Alliance   Students Unite Now   Independent

Acquitying   Allen Seglin   Delores Kesterson   Mark Nelson

Agriculture   Irene Brown

Architecture   Vincent Hiner   Troy Lewis

Building Construction   Howard Friedman   Jack Schustok   Barbara Lorch

Business Administration   Howard Friedman   Jack Schustok   Barbara Lorch

Cinema   Ken Peshney

Education   Robert Hill   Cheryl Deane   Karen Ryden

Engineering   Brent Boyd   Troy Carter   Kevin Terry

Forestry   Jennifer Kormandy

Health Related Professions   Karen McCall

Journalism   John Hall   John Giannocelli   Brenda Robinson

Law   Duane Fennburg   Vladimir Martinez   William Israel

Madeline   Fred Boyd

Nursing   Ann Supp   Sheilah Cockburn

Pharmacy   Liloum Sklar   Theresa Ludovici

Physical Education   Efflott Aroldozwi   Lyman Foss   Robert Settlers

Veterinary Medicine

Liberal Arts and Sciences

1 UP (D)

2 UP (F)

RP-11C

RP-41 Peripherals

HP-41 Application Pacs

HP-13C Financial Programmable Business Functions

HP-38C Advanced Financial With Programmability

HP-12C Advanced Scientific Programmable

HP-38G Advanced Scientific with Statistics

HP-87 Desk Top Printing Advanced Programmable

HP-13C Business Computer with CP/M-8 Operating System

Gainesville Headquarters For Quality Calculators and Accessories

From Across From Library West
Peace Corps Representatives
March 9, 10, 11; 9:00-4:00
Reitz Union Colonnade
Film: "Toughest Job You’ll Ever Love.
March 10th, 7:30pm
347 Reitz Union

Peace Corps
a world of opportunity

More Than Just A Gift Shop
Get that special Person
That special gift that
SAYS
I LOVE YOU
Rainbow Dreams
378-4172
1463 W. University Ave.
downtown at Renaissance Fair

WATERBED STATION
GRAND OPENING
THIS FRI. AT 10 A.M.

COME AND DISCOVER WHAT
7,000,000 PEOPLE OF ALL AGES ALREADY HAVE!
FLOTATION SLEEP! THE NATURAL SLEEP SYSTEM.

Peace Corps
a world of opportunity

Fuel spill
continued
from page one

Instead of pumping the fuel and water that had settled to the tank’s bottom into barrels, the workers spilled the fuel on the ground.

Workers then turned on a fire hydrant and washed the 195 gallons into storm sewers which drain into Tumbling Creek.

The creek meanders through the P.K. Yonge campus and by some homes near the school — one of which belongs to Vogh.

“My neighbor Bob Simons, who is president of the local Audubon Society, came over to me and said there was this black stuff flowing down the creek,” Vogh said. “There was a real strong fuel smell in the air.”

The local DER office sent a warning notice to UF in mid-January concerning the incident. UF officials were required to explain the spill, which was a violation of state statutes and could have cost UF $10,000 a day until the spill was cleaned up.

Ed Barber, head of the DER enforcement division for northeast Florida, said local officials decided not to press additional charges against UF.

Tumbling Creek begins near Alachua General Hospital on Southwest Second Avenue and flows south through the P.K. Yonge campus. The creek empties into River’s Arm, a small lake, behind the Hilton Inn on Southwest 13th Street.

“The creek is at a low level now, but when it rains, it turns into a raging torrent,” Simons said. “Then you can see all this crap and black stuff being sent down the creek.”

Simons said the spill was another “insult to the creek.” He said people are unaware that everything they dump in the street eventually flows down the creek.

A walk along the creek downstream from the K-12 school shows garbage and paper hanging up in exposed roots along the creek bank. One residence had oil filters at the top of the creek’s steep bank and a small oil slick leading to the creek.

Buffy Jordan, owner of the property, said his crew had dumped the oil in the creek several years ago. “They didn’t know any better,” Jordan said.

Bob Simons

Hundred of Dollars of Door Prizes
INCLUDING
A COMPLETE WATERBED
Just register. No obligation, nothing to buy.
You need not be present at drawing to win.

UNDERTREN

1982

Peace Corps

A world of opportunity

347 N. Main St.
Reagan: budget
'dare not' be trimmed

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — President Reagan, warning his proposed Pentagon budget "dare not" be trimmed without a "larger risk of conflict," said Tuesday strengthening the military will save American lives.

During fund-raising stops en route to California, Reagan hammered away at the need for military preparedness and vowed no retreat from his drive for big budget increases to ensure the United States is "second to none in the world."

"The alternative to a larger defense budget is a larger risk of conflict," he said. "With every improvement in our military readiness that we make today, we are saving the life of some American boy who will be serving our American lives."

Reagan delivered a double-barreled message to his Republican audiences — the importance of his economic program and the need to sharply increase military spending to enhance national security.

Of suggestions Congress roll back coming tax cuts to reduce large deficits Reagan himself has projected, he said, "The Americans people have been promised tax relief, last year the Congress passed tax relief, and as long as I have any say in the matter, no one is going to take it away."

With his budget under increasing fire on Capitol Hill, Reagan had sharp words for members of Congress who have suggested alternatives to his $757.6 billion spending plan for next year.

"Their proposals, he said, are "not genuine budget alternatives at all, but political documents designed for saving certain legislators' political hides, rather than saving the economy."

Jaruzelski will defend his party against any protests

MOSCOW — Polish Premier Wojciech Jaruzelski said Tuesday his military regime will move vigorously to block any resurgence of protest against the Communist Party and he invited President Leonid Brezhnev to come and set for himself what martial law has accomplished.

The 75-year-old Soviet leader accepted the invitation with gratitude, official announcements said, and in turn he pledged the Kremlin's increased economic support for Poland during the crackdown against the Solidarity union.

A lengthy communiqué issued after Jaruzelski returned to Warsaw from a two-day Moscow visit said the Polish Premier, who also is Communist Party leader and head of the military council running his country, "expressed profound gratitude" for Soviet help to Poland during its recent difficulties.

Jaruzelski's normally stern face creased into a broad smile as he met Brezhnev earlier in the day at the Kremlin to discuss specifics of the food, fuel and financing that the Russians will deliver for at least the next year. He met Premier Nikolai Tikhonov later before flying home and again Soviet television showed both men beaming.

There was no detailed list, however, of the specific aid commitments made by the Russians.

Toxic shock suit against Procter & Gamble

TALLAHASSEE — The 95 percent male Florida Senate concluded Tuesday that husbands have a right to know if their wives are planning an abortion.

But the Senate decided by a 17-15 vote that a wife doesn't have the right to know if her husband has a sexual affair with another woman that results in pregnancy.

Tampa Sen. Pat Frank, one of two women senators, accused her male colleagues of operating on a double standard. Sen. Mary Grizzle of Belleair Beach agreed.

Frank said management, at least temporarily, Senate approval of a tough abortion bill sponsored by Senate Rules Chairman Ed Dunn of Daytona Beach.

Dunn's bill was debated fiercely before being delayed. Dunn will try again to get it through the Senate on Wednesday or Thursday.

The proposal is designed to overcome 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals objections to a contract requiring parental consent before a minor has an abortion and requiring women to notify their husbands before terminating a pregnancy.

It says parental consent is required, although, responding to the appeals court's ruling, it provides a minor can go to a circuit judge and seek that official's permission for an abortion without notifying her parents.

Anti-busing legislation passes Senate

WASHINGTON — The Senate Tuesday passed highly restrictive anti-busing legislation that it had been tied up with for more than six months, and dispatched it to a questionable future in the House.

The vote was 57-37.

Sen. Lowell Weicker Jr., R-Conn., had filibustered against the proposal, an amendment to the Justice Department's $2.45 billion 1982 authorization, since last sum-

The tough anti-busing language would:

X prohibit federal courts from ordering busing for desegregation purposes more than 5 miles or 15 minutes each way daily — sponsored by Sen. J. Bennett Johnston, D-La.;

X prohibit the Justice Department this year from initiating suits designed to seek busing as a means of desegregation — sponsored by Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.;

X allow the Justice Department to seek reduction or repeal of existing court-ordered busing, tabled primarily for the South where busing had been in place for years — sponsored by Sen. Howell Heflin, D-Ala.

Pilot testifies in 2nd day of Flight 90 crash hearing

ABINGDON, Va. — A Boeing 737 pilot testifying Tuesday in a hearing on the crash of an Air Florida jet said he would abort a takeoff in a "marginal" airfield like National Airport if any engine instrument looked wrong.

Pilot Edward Armas testified in the second day of the National Transportation Safety Board's hearing into the Jan. 13 crash of Air Florida's Flight 90, a Boeing 737. Seventy-eight people, 74 of them passengers, died in the crash.

"I would abort the takeoff," said Armas when asked what he would do if he saw unusual deviations in any of five engine instrument panels. Armas was testifying in a hearing on the crash of an Air Florida jet said he would abort a takeoff in a "marginal" airfield like National Airport if any engine instrument looked wrong.
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Pilot Edward Armas testified in the second day of the National Transportation Safety Board's hearing into the Jan. 13 crash of Air Florida's Flight 90, a Boeing 737. Seventy-eight people, 74 of them passengers, died in the crash.
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Outrage in action

"I do not accept the notion that the federal government has an obligation to fund generous grants to anyone that wants to go to college." — David Stockman to members of the House Budget Committee, October 1981

So goes the mindset of the folks in Washington who are in the process of approving some $1.3 billion nationwide from student financial aid programs.

This week, however, thousands of students converged on Congress to fight back. They hissed. They cheered. And they chanted "books not bombs." They delivered a message loud and clear to U.S. lawmakers: no more gashes in the nation's future.

The students who gathered Monday as part of National Student Lobby Day found a friendly ear among many Congressmen, Democrats and Republicans alike.

Noted Colorado Rep. Pat Schroeder: "We're faced with about three million students losing aid if this budget goes through. That's devastating." Devastating certainly is the right word — especially for some 20,000 UF students who will be directly affected next year if President Reagan's plan for gutting student loans, grants and work study programs goes through.

Right now, many lawmakers are waverering on the issue not only because of the student uproar but because of protests from esteemed education leaders such as UF President Robert Marston.

But the future of financial aid is still in jeopardy.

That's why it's so vital for both students and their families to keep up the fight. Efforts such as the recent campuswide petition drive help. The best way to convince Florida's own Lukewarm Congressmen is to talk to them. Not just a lone letter. What is needed is a barrage of mail — a letter from each of the students whose education lifeline is being pulled.

It only takes a few minutes and words to help convince the likes of Rep. Don Fuqua and Sen. Lawton Chiles and Paula Hawkins that balancing the budget doesn't have to mean outpricing a college education for students from lower and middle income families.Fuqua gets his mail at the House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515. Both Chiles and Hawkins pick up theirs at Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515.

The financial aid fight is on. But the outrage must not be limited in time or in the battle against the prevailing mindset is to triumph.

Kinda stupid

There's such a thing as being moral. And then there's such a thing as being stupid.

The recent Reagan administration decision requiring federally funded clinics to seek parental approval before dispensing birth control devices to patients under 18 definitely falls into the second category.

For obvious reasons, most teenage girls aren't going to bother with prescription contraceptives if they first have to ask their parents. That means they're bound to seek the less reliable drug store variety — or simply do without.

Currently, teenagers make up only 19 percent of the nation's sexually active women, yet they are responsible for 46 percent of all out-of-wedlock births and account for 31 percent of all abortions.

But if there are fewer young women using birth control measures, those statistics are bound to change for the worse. Quite simply, less birth control means more unwanted pregnancies and more abortions.

Hummm, it's kinda stupid — and more than a little bit sad — a president who so vehemently opposes abortion may actually be contributing to its spiral.

Dear Mrs. Marston:

In the spring of 1979, a student referendum was held at UF to determine if the students wanted UF to continue to invest money in companies doing business in South Africa. It was a fair election. The pros and cons of the issues were thoroughly discussed and on the day of the election, a majority of the students who voted, voted to eliminate the issue not only because of the student uproar but because of protests from esteemed education leaders such as UF President Robert Marston.

Unfortunately Mrs. Marston, your husband chose to ignore the vote. Instead, on March 27, 1979, President Marston wrote a letter to Vice President for Development and Alumni Affairs Ardene Wiggins, "recommitting the clear that an abrupt withdrawal of these corporations from South Africa would have a devastating impact upon economic opportunities for blacks in that country." This fact may be clear to Sandeen, sitting in his air-conditioned office in Tigert Hall, but it is not clear to the black South Africans who are living under apartheid. I have spoken to many of them since the spring of 1979, and their sympathetic message to us is quite clear: They want us out now!

Black South Africans know they will never be free until the racist South African government is replaced by a democratic government based upon majority rule. They also know that the present regime will never fall as long as it is supported by the profits of the U.S. corporations doing business in South Africa.

Taxes from U.S. corporations are today helping to finance a 40 percent increase in South Africa's $2.7 billion military budget. These profits are also financing South Africa's nuclear weapons program as well as its recent military invasion of Angola.

The purpose of this military buildup, financed partially through our investments, is to keep the apartheid government in power. This is why black South Africans know they have no hope for freedom as long as we continue to invest our money in their country.

Not supporting a racist government which is enslaving black people is important, Mrs. Marston. Won't you help UF to take this humane step?

Editor's note: Doug Tuthill is a former UF student body president.

University of Florida to embracing the Sullivan Statement principles on investments in companies doing business in South Africa." Translated, this means we will only invest money in those U.S. corporations which are employing an affirmative action in South Africa.

I am writing to you, Mrs. Marston, because I think you are a caring person who is sincerely concerned about others, including blacks living in slavery in South Africa. You are the only person who can convince your husband to reconsider his position.

The government of South Africa bases its policies on the assumption that whites are inherently superior to blacks. Apartheid, by definition, means a policy of segregation and political and economic discrimination against black South Africans. The apartheid government is also helping to finance a 40 percent increase in South Africa's nuclear weapons program as well as its recent military invasion of Angola.

The purpose of this military buildup, financed partially through our investments, is to keep the apartheid government in power. This is why black South Africans know they have no hope for freedom as long as we continue to invest our money in their country.

Not supporting a racist government which is enslaving black people is important, Mrs. Marston. Won't you help UF to take this humane step?

Dear Mrs. Marston:

In the spring of 1979, a student referendum was held at UF to determine if the students wanted UF to continue to invest money in companies doing business in South Africa. It was a fair election. The pros and cons of the issues were thoroughly discussed and on the day of the election, a majority of the students who voted, voted to eliminate the issue not only because of the student uproar but because of protests from esteemed education leaders such as UF President Robert Marston.

Unfortunately Mrs. Marston, your husband chose to ignore the vote. Instead, on March 27, 1979, President Marston wrote a letter to Vice President for Development and Alumni Affairs Ardene Wiggins, "recommitting the
Opportunity, potential exists for blacks to achieve equality  

**Editor:** I agree wholeheartedly that black people have not yet reached equality — socially or economically. I also feel that one very counterproductive characteristic of the left is their tendency to label, thus disqualifying anyone who does not adhere to their standards. This is something that dates back to the days of slavery. Blacks were not allowed to learn because their white masters feared that they might learn to read or write, they were ridiculed and humiliated by being called "uppity nigger," beaten and sometimes even killed.

Black people in no way lack potential, nor do we lack opportunity. Black people are undoubtedly as capable as anyone else themselves in a hostile world, we all must realize the Opportunity, potential exists for blacks to achieve equality.

Columbus's path of logic rarely follows straight line

**Editor:** The "Reflections" logo on Michael Whitehead's articles ought more accurately to read "Refractive," as that is the way I understand his ridicules ran- somotes. Sometimes I have wondered if he even exists. (It is possible some ogre created by your staff in order to provoke controversy. I suspect that he is a creation of my own.) I do not think he is able to come up with the genius that must certainly not be under the heading "Reflections" and certainly not forth the dogma of the far right and thus show a total lack of reflective thinking.

In any case, Whitehead's ravings of last Thursday were so absurd and offensive that one can no longer accord him my wrath.

I suppose by Whitehead's definition I am liberal but then, in comparison with him, so is Ivan the Terrible. I am quite sure that Whitehead might think, I also consider myself quite reasonable. What I love my country is so much so that I don't want to see its economy ruined through overspending or a wasteful military. I want to watch the rest of the world being dragged into the horrors of another war. We liberals do not need to watch "M*A*S*H" in order to go over a debate for militiamism, and stand up to a bit of history. My friends in Germany certainly know how the militarism of their fathers and grandfathers nearly brought their country twice to total ruin. My friends in Poland at this hour are suffering under a military dictatorship imposed through the military might of their eastern neighbors.

I really must be lugged together with those who may not be as liberal as I am but who, given the chance, you might like to know that some of my colleagues who served in that war as an liberal as I am not more. I have nothing but contempt for those who or Liberals who literally came within an inch of death on two jin.

Whitehead is not in any way in the military machinery. He is an unfortunate necessity in this hostile world, we all must realize the dangers in its glorification, in militarism and in its sibling, nationalism.

In the conclusion of his article, Whitehead tried to teach us that blacks can and will be equal. I disagree. In my opinion, whites will simply be trying to preserve some truth and beauty in this monsters you seem to see. Very often, Whitehead, they are simply trying to make us accept a situation. 

What is a "liberal academic," anyway? Did Whitehead go so boldly that they all abhor the military? Does every liberal academic who presumably has a fair amount of intelligence, believe that the military people is as liberal as the rest? Not at all. The liberal is sincerely trying to achieve peace and health in our time and for the future, socially or economically. There are other problems. Instructional techniques have changed little in the last 500 years but the technologies of teaching have grown tremendously. Through personalized instruction, it is estimated that the number of minutes students spend in the classroom has grown tremendously. Through innovative teaching methods, the teacher is able to adapt his style to the needs of the individual student. 

The likelihood of that student returning to college after a few years is very slim.

Financial aid is the fuel that feeds our college students, whether black or white. Do not let the progress of our nation come to a standstill.

Members of CARP proud to be affiliated with Moones

**Editor:** In response to David Jaffe's letter of Feb. 26 regarding the College Association for the Research of Principles, I would like to correct a few mistakes. CARP is indeed affiliated with Rev. Moon's Unification Church, but that is not something that students need to be "warned" about, since CARP members "hating" (Jaffe's term) the walkways on campus make no pretense of it. On the contrary, we are proud Moones.

Robert Baker "B"  

Malice of UF students will feel Reagan's ax  

**Editor:** The manner in which President Reagan is cutting federal financial aid seems to lose the way an army man receives a crew cut - cut it all off and you won't have to worry about it getting in your eyes. But if the president keeps slashing the budget with his gigantic federal razor, most college students will not be able to afford a haircut, let alone a college education.

There are approximately 22,000 students at UF receiving financial aid who will feel the brunt of the POT party.
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Women, minorities and independents are legislators listen to us.

Kirkpatrick to residence halls and a bi-nnual State want to give you more than desires of entrenched political blocs, bypassing 

Tigert Administrators have historically tried to bind student power with the chains of red-

closely with the city to bring students the kind 

transportation boards, 

We've brought diversity to Student Government 
From social liberals to fiscal conservatives, we've brought many types of students into SG that traditionally have not been involved. Women, minorities and independents are represented in unprecedented numbers. With women making up half of our eight cabinet directors and minorities increasing their previously .7% rate of participation before SUN administration, SUN Party has opened doors for ALL sectors of the campus.

We've achieved 90% of our platform planks 

Last year we told you we were tired of party platforms that sounded good but couldn't be carried out and you'll see that SUN Party doesn't stand for rhetoric, but for results.

We've mobilized thousands of students to participate 
To make our voice a strong one in Gainesville and Alachua County, we've mobilized huge numbers of students. We've registered over 3500 students to vote — that's 100% increase over previous levels.

We've fought for you against City Government 
From starting two new bus routes to significantly increasing representation on city transportation boards, SUN Party has worked closely with the city to bring students the kind of transportation freedom they need for unhampere
ducated.

We've fought for you against Tigert Hall 
Tigert Administrators have historically tried to bind student power with the chains of reel tape slavery. We've fought Tigert aggressively on issues of green space, capital improvement, funding for Baby Gotcha and the Halloween Festival. We don't need unquestioning apologists in — we need strong leaders.

We've brought you many major reforms 
Equality is often fought for but seldom attain
ed. SUN Party has kept the hopes and desires of entrenched political blocs, bypassing major legislation innovations such as 2-day elections and redistricting.

We've given you year-round communication 
Plaza-side chats are nice in theory, but we want to give you more than token efforts at communication. We've developed on 5G Monthly Newsletter, Minority Network Newsletter. 5G Awareness Week, Monthly visits to residence halls and a bi-annual State of the Campus Address.

We've helped bring SG credibility to its deeds 
From convincing State Senator George Kirkpatrick to re Santa's special increasing graduate student stipends; to handling the bill for increase in tuition waivers, SUN party has been working for you. Since we're serious and responsible students, legislators listen to us.

Here's What We're Not 

1.) We're not a party made of professional talent 
Our party is not run by paid political profes
sionals operating out of Miami. We're telling you what we believe and not what some im
gage makers magic formula says you are sup
ted to think. We're committed to the ideal that outsiders should not be involved in STUDEN Government.

2.) We're not in-the-sky 
Our platform planks are serious and realistic. We're concerned about important student issues and not frivolous ones like radio sta
tions. We're not going to give you pie-in-the-sky, just because it's popular.

3.) We're not beholden to an elitist few 
We won't be pushed around by party politico honors. We've made the system work for ALL students and we want to make sure it stays that way. We don't want SG to become a big patronage game where political egotists con
tinually fight for power and inflated resume credits. We like to see power brokers cower in their Reitz Union suite.

4.) We're not narrowly based 
Our party is 67% Independent. We are made up of diverse individuals — whites, blacks, independents, and whites. We're students from apartments, residence halls, and college careers, truly representing ALL areas of campus.

Help Us Now 
We need your continued support. Fifteen years of political skulduggery was reversed last year and we don't want to see all our eforts just fritter away. We're SUN Party. We've carried the fight to make SG clean and, we've achieved it. Don't let SG return to the gutter. Help SUN Party continue the fight to keep SG away from special interest groups. 
We've told you who we are and what we're all about. SG faces a real challenge from the forces of elitism and self-interest parties. Other parties promise you anything they can — we offer and will continue to offer something much more concrete. Help us keep SG in your hands. We're SUN Party we want to keep SG a community of progressive change and serious, diverse representation — for all students.

SUN PARTY 
We're Still the Mavericks 
Bollard-Parker-Garrett 

Here's Who We Are and What We've Done 
1.) We've brought diversity to Student Government 
2.) We've achieved 90% of our platform planks 
3.) We've mobilized thousands of students to participate 
4.) We've fought for you against City Government 
5.) We've fought for you against Tigert Hall 
6.) We've brought you many major reforms 
7.) We've given you year-round communication 
8.) We've helped bring SG credibility to its deeds 
9.) We'll provide competent leadership 
Our presidential candidate was in charge of the most massive voter registration drive in UF history. He's dealt with city officials and got the OCA (Off-Campus Association) to the innu
dence. Our vice-presidential candidate has served as a leader of several campus organizations and is involved in many groups. Our treasurer has a Masters Degree in Accounting, has been actively involved in her college and has objectivity which can only come from an outsider's view.

3.) We'll vehemently support women and minority programs 
For too long minorities and women have held second-class status at UF. We'll push for an Expanded Women's Health Clinic with fun
ding from many sources and closely monitor the administration's efforts on minority recruit
ment and retention.

4.) We'll help ease transportation and parking problems 
Freedom from hassles is what SUN Party is working toward. We will work for a remote lot with shuttle bus service and a 25% discount on a student bus pass for city routes.

5.) We'll work on solving financial aid problems 
A computerized data bank, intense lobbying and bringing legislators to UF to meet with students are some of our major initiatives we propose to do.

6.) We'll aggressively fight for student representation outside of campus 
SUN Party will work for representation on ci
ty boards, state organizations and university committees. We'll lobby for two students on the Board of Regents, students on faculty hiring committees and all city boards.

7.) We'll work to improve the quality of student life 
We're offering ideas that are bold and inno
vative — a student tenant union through OCA, a 24-hour library, expanded lab hours, and a university-wide system of peer advise
ment.

8.) We'll represent you, not an elitist few 
SUN Party will keep SG open. We're com
mitted to the ideal of representation of ALL students in SG.

Here's What We'll Do 
1.) We'll bring continuity to SG 
It takes of Tigert know SUN leaders will be carefully monitoring their action year in year out they'll be less prone to be the typical bureaucrats. We think administrators will be wary of SUN Party because we'll strive for and will achieve even more reforms in the future.

2.) We'll provide competent leadership 
Our presidential candidate was in charge of the most massive voter registration drive in UF history. He's dealt with city officials and got the OCA (Off-Campus Association) to the innumerable. Our vice-presidential candidate has served as a leader of several campus organizations and is involved in many groups. Our treasurer has a Masters Degree in Accounting, has been actively involved in her college and has objectivity which can only come from an outsider's view.
Two officials: give harassment remedies better publicity

By Kent Smith
Alligator Staff Writer

"My first term here I applied for a loan to the financial aid office. I was waiting nervously in the office, because my application was late," said Monica Smith, UF undergraduate student who asked to remain anonymous.

 Victims of sexual harassment would pursue charges against violators more often if UF administrators encouraged them to do so. At least that's the view of two UF officials who, along with 13 other members of UF's Committee on the Status of Women, are conducting an investigation into the sexual harassment problem.

Claire Walsh, director of UF's Sexual Assault Recovery Program, said UF administrators underestimated the "great depth of the harassment problem." She blamed "certain Hall apathy on the sexist attitudes who, along with sue charges against loan money." I couldn't believe number. I thought it was only a rumor. I couldn't believe soon, and then he told me I would be getting my money soon, and then he asked me for my phone number.

"I was surprised, but then he said 'You're going to have to pay me before you get your money. I couldn't believe.'" he said in reference to the beautiful sign, "The problem is, the sign is against the sign. It's a communist country and asked the candidates to increase the police Board, said "the city and county are trying to do great things for the brains of the community," and will continue building the city anymiri Iecas he according to Kline's earlier switch to Academic Affairs or Student Services.

Smith said the committee now has one case that was formally presented. In fact, the assistant professor accused of harassment resigned in 1975 shortly after being tenured.
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Grace and Sidney Knight—
citizens extraordinaire
By Bruce Mstren
Alligator Staff Writer

There was enough power in that room to fix a decent-sized
election.
State Sen. George Kirkpatrick. All five Gainesville City
Commissioners. Six commission candidates. All five
Alachua County commissioners. The county's major
developers. City Manager Orville Powell and high-ranking
members of the city staff. County Sheriff Lu Hindery and
Gainesville police Chief Alfonso Warren.

But the influential and powerful were gathered at the Hip-
podrome Theater for more than the traditional deal-making;
They came to say something nice about Grace and Sidney
Knight, to kick off a month honoring two of Gainesville's
foremost concerned citizens.

County Commissioner Sonny Lee: "He's not afraid to tell
us when we make mistakes."

Judge Jean Crenshaw: "Every community should be as
fortunate to have such a gallant... Grace has gone far
beyond anybody's duty to save a child."

City commissioner W.E. "Mac" McEachern thanked his
fellow Monday night debater for his "personal guidance."

And the White House wired to say "Nancy and
Mr. Knight, have been there to continue an education which included
research that eventually led to a shake-up in the way Cook
County, Illinois politicians assess property values.

He came to Shanghai to become the chief engineer at the
Shanghai Power Company. He had left his native England,
where his father was a London County councilman.

After marrying, they traveled the world. In Iraq, he work-
ed as an engineer, and in Denmark as a consultant to a com-
pany that eventually became the 23rd in sales in Europe.

They went to Spain, Italy, Morocco, Greece, Portugal and
the Canary Islands.

In 1963 they settled in Gainesville. Since then politicians
have been under a watchful eye.

At one January Commission meeting, for instance, city
commissioners approved a $50,000 project to build medians
on University Avenue and Thirteenth Street.
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Charged once with harassing woman, man arrested again

Some people apparently won't take no for an answer. After being arrested last month for making harassing phone calls to a girl he met in his chemistry class who repeatedly turned down his date invitations, Glendale Brown has been arrested again — this time for trespassing.

UF police records show.
The UF police twice had warned Brown not to bother UF junior Colleen Hopkins, a resident of Yulee Hall, reports show. But Brown allegedly called Hopkins again Saturday morning and told her he was running over, according to the police records. Hopkins notified UF police.

As police searched the third floor of Tsubi found Brown hiding in a locked bathroom stall "suspending himself" so his feet could not be seen, the report says.

A turns-old tractor trailer police was in the dormitory to see a friend, but the name and room number Brown gave police turned out to be fictitious, and Brown was arrested, the report shows.

Brown could not be reached for comment. His phone number is unlisted.

Bicyclist killed by tractor trailer

An 82-year-old bicyclist became the fourth Alachua County traffic fatality so far this year early Tuesday afternoon, a Florida Highway patrol spokesman said Tuesday.

George Washington Shattuck of Hawthorne attempted to stop a tractor trailer driven by he was struck and immediately killed when the trailer ran over his handlebars. The driver, Billy Jones of Green Cove Springs, was unhurt.

Police order the trailer located on the northeast corner of the Human Development Center at Shands, the report shows.

— Phil Kurtz

Tools taken from Shands trailer

More than $2,000 worth of tools were stolen from a construction company trailer at the Shands Teaching Hospital sometime last weekend, UF police records show.

The trailer, owned by Honeywell Inc., was ransacked and missing more than 200 tools, records show. A heap on the trailer's doors was forced open to gain entry, records indicated.

Honeywell Inc., is one of the companies working on the additions to Shands.

Fingerprints were taken from the trailer located on the northeast corner of the Human Development Center at Shands, the report shows.

— Phil Kurtz

Expose yourself.

Advertise in The Alligator.

Call 376-4682.

Windmeadows Apartments dwellers lose water for a day

By Laura Williams
Alligator Writer

Showering at a friend's apartment, filling water jugs and melting ice cubes were some desperate solutions Tuesday when two broken water pipes left residents at Windmeadows Apartments — most of whom are students — without water for 24 hours.

A surge of water "blew some tons of the water line" causing two pipes to burst at the Southwest 34th Street complex late Monday afternoon, according to Leslie, head of Butler Enterprises' maintenance department.

"When the city came out to exchange the meters, they turned them over to a bypass system and we're not sure why, but it caused a surge of water through the line," Leslie said.

His maintenance crew and a worker from Mathews Systems Inc., were at work until 2:30 a.m. Tuesday to repair the pipes, Leslie said.

Leslie said all water going through the line had to be drained from the 300,000-square-foot sodded area before the PVC plastic pipes were repaired.

As water service was restored at 4:05 p.m. Tuesday, Leslie's crew continued checking for more leaks.

Residents of the 244-apartment complex were unhappy about not having water but coped as best they could.

"It's awful to come back and not be able to take a shower," one resident said. "You realize all the things you can't do without water.""You realize all the things you can't do without water.

"The maintenance crew and a worker from Mathews Systems Inc., were at work until 2:30 a.m. Tuesday to repair the pipes, Leslie said.

"When UF sociology major Terri Rose went running Tuesday, she expected to take a shower when she got home. "It's awful to come back and not be able to take a shower. I have a puppy and I like to wash my hands before feeding it," she said. "You realize all the things you can't do without water."

Residents of the 244-apartment complex were unhappy about not having water but coped as best they could.

Melinda Wilcox, a Santa Fe Community College dental hygiene student, said she first noticed not having water late Monday afternoon, said Mike Leslie, head of Butler Enterprises' maintenance department.
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Heartland's plot wars the heart with tale of pioneers vs. nature

By Jonathan Susakind
Alligator Staff Writer

The year is 1910. The place – if one can dignify a vast expanse of cattle and sheep ranches and hardyacre farms by calling it a "place" – is Burnt Fork, Wyo. Against this undergrowing yet unforgetable backdrop, people suddenly seem to be pathily weak creatures indeed.

But into this harsh land came settlers, determined almost to the point of heedlessness to break the back of the earth or break their own in the process. How American men and women conquered this last frontier at the end of the age of frontiers is the story of Heartland, a 1979 film by Wilderness Women Inc., financed by the National Endowment for the Humanities.

Heartland is especially a story, almost a documentary, of women's roles in Western development. Perhaps it should be viewed as a small piece of an epic, because the film covers only one year in the life of one woman, a brave widow who with her daughter comes West to stake her claim. Although the film doesn't have much in the way of a typical Western's fast-paced action or deadly intrigue, it is a beautiful, compelling film about America.

Before we meet the characters of Heartland, we meet the land itself, as a train pulls through the towering Grand Tetons. On board are Eleanor Bandall and her daughter, who have come West to keep house for Clyde Stewart, the crusty cattle rancher. Implicit in such work agreements of the time was the understanding that if the employer liked his servant, they would marry – an arrangement that actually did little more than formalize the already difficult life that man and woman shared.

Apparently, it was not the glamorous or exciting life Gunsmoke would have us believe. Some scenes in Heartland might not appeal to the squeamish or the animal rights defender, but those are the explained events. The film copy being shown here unfortunately is spliced events. The film copy being shown here unfortunately is spliced.

The filming of Heartland was an all-seasons affair in southern Montana, and to a warm-blooded Floridian such as myself, the wintry landscapes were awfully frightening. Overall, the movie's pace sometimes comes close to a crawl, and there are a few scraps of footage that intrude with unexplained events. The film copy being shown here unfortunately is of poor quality. In spite of those flaws, Heartland is an attractive film – one for the heart, if you will.

Heartland, rated PG, at the Royal Park Cinemas, 3702 Newberry Road. Graphic birth and death scenes. Call 373-4277 for price and showtimes.

WHAT'S HAPPENING

By Denise Vouhahn
Alligator Writer

UF Selling Clubs: meetings tonight at 7 in room 346 of the Relitz Union.

Kool and the Gang Party: Delta Sigma Theta is sponsoring an after-the-concert party starting at 11 tonight in the Brandywine Clubhouse. Admission is $1.50 and both alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks will be sold for 75 cents.

New Movies: the touring wing of UF Dance Company will perform a concert Thursday night at 8 in the Thomas Center Spanish Court. The concert will feature contemporary dances in a variety of styles.

Spaghetti Dinner: Thursday night from 6 to 8 at the Howard Bishop Middle School cafeteria, 1901 NE 9th St. Tickets are $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for children under 12. The dinner is to help raise funds to send the school concert band to a band contest.

UFSCC: UF Sports Car Club is sponsoring a treasure hunt-type car rally Sunday at 11 at Harter Chevrolet, 2600 N. Main St.
**Sportsbriefs**

The Gator golf team, coming off a third place finish at the Seminole invitational in Tallahassee last weekend, travels to Lakeland to compete in the Imperial Lakes Invitational March 5-7.

UF, which finished behind host Florida State University and the University of North Carolina at Tallahassee, was led by senior John Given, who finished third with a 213 total.

The Lady Gator softball team will host a 19-team tournament March 5 and 6 at Westside Park. Teams from Kentucky, North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Florida will compete in the action, which UF opens with games Friday at 1 p.m. and Saturday at 11 a.m.

The Lady Gators, 4-1 on the year, also face the University of South Florida Thursday at 3 p.m. and Western Carolina University and the University of North Carolina in a doubleheader on Sunday at 1 p.m. All three games will be played at the Lady Gator field.

**Gymnasts host Pitt**

Three years ago Ernestine Weaver left a secure job as local gymnastics coach at Clarion State College in Pennsylvania to try to work miracles with the UF gymnastics program.

"Before the high school, though, Weaver made sure she would have some familiar faces to surround her on her new job. Weaver brought four gymnasts from Clarion—Anne Woodward, Wendy, Mary Heidenwolf and Elaine Lentyl—to help build a foundation.

Saturday night at 7:30 in the O'Connell Center, Woods, Gordon and Heidenwolf will be honored before UF takes on seventh-ranked Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh is the Lady Gators' last regular season opponent. Next week UF begins post-season play in the Eastern Regional championship.

**McDowell continued**

from page sixteen

Mean Eugene the Dunking Machine, fans marveled. He only looks mean on the court, his face impasive and stern. One-on-one, his mischievous sense of humor often sparkles through. McDowell sometimes speaks so softly that one must bend an ear toward his face to hear him. Always, there is a no-nonsense attitude about McDowell. He works hard, as he has all his life.

"You won't get nothing you want if you don't work hard," he said.

McDowell's father James put his son to work at an early age. James and Georgia Mae McDowell had 12 children (Eugene is the ninth), to take care of, and the family's survival was everyone's business.

Every summer—"since I got big enough to know what work was"—McDowell was sent out to the fields, cropping tobacco and picking peaches.

McDowell began filling out, and the summer before the ninth grade, he added six inches to his 5-foot-6 frame. The school year, he had his first experience in organized basketball.

By the time he was a junior at Dixie County High in Cross City, he was already known as "The Dunking Machine," and he already was known as "The Dunking Machine," he said.

"My first time dunking, I was crazy, I went wild," McDowell said. "Now I like to dunk for the fans — let them go wild, instead of me."

McDowell sat out eight games during his senior year because of a bone spur in his foot. In spite of his injury, he averaged 25 points and 20 rebounds per game.

"He's a little slower coming defensively, but that's natural for his age," McDowell's father James put his son to work at an early age.

Money McDowell's father James put his son to work at an early age.

"If you wait for the breaks when you start defending against talented big men like (Alabama's) Eddie Phillips," Sloan said.

McDowell said the toughest part of his initial season has been the road games — the early-morning arrivals in Gainesville with classes that day.

He said he hasn't lost confidence in himself or his teammates, despite UF's painful season.

"I think some of us, maybe, have taken college ball a little too lightly," McDowell said, trying to explain the puzzling season. "Sure, I'm embarrassed, I take every break cut on earth.

"It's been real hard, though, but that's part of life.," McDowell said. "If you want to be somebody or want something, that's part of life."
FOR RENT

$310/month. 3-10-5-2

GREAT DEAL

3-8-5-1

CASH

ROOMMATE

NINA’S NOOK

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM FOR RENT

ROOM FOR RENT

OFFICE FOR RENT

USED OFFICE FURNITURE

STOP

AUTOS

FOR SALE

PIZZA OVEN

IZOD LACOSTE

ONE WEEK FREE

There’s a better way to get there this weekend.

Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room for carry-on bags.

So hop on, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound.

“Do me a favor. Next time I ask for a ride...say NO!”

BIG DADDY’S PACKAGE STORES

1311 S.W. 13th Street

CIN CITY

March 3rd

LAMPLIGHTER

11 NW 10th Ave.

February 26th

6600

BIG DADDY’S PACKAGE STORES

3334 W. University Avenue

1611 S.W. 13th Street

Feb. 26th — March 3rd

Miller 12oz NR dpk $2.39

Baldor’s 12oz NR dpk $3.39

9-12

March 3rd

9-12

8:30

Molson’s 12oz NR dpk $3.39

Thursday — Beertown at the Clock

Thursday — Beertown at the Clock

9-12

9-12

9-12

104 Drinks Starting at 8:00

104 Drinks Starting at 8:00

Molson’s 12oz NR dpk $2.39

Molson’s 12oz NR dpk $3.39

McDougal’s — one year old in good condition, few smiles, is a little more independent. Call after 9 — negotiable. Call after 9 — negotiable.

in the USA. New in the box. Great condition, 20% off. Call after 9 — negotiable.


Great condition, needs a new owner. Call after 9 — negotiable.

Clean, dinner table, four chairs, coffee table. Price is negotiable. Call after 9 — negotiable.

For convenience, most locations are closed at this time. For service, please call the closest Greyhound office.

For convenient daily service and complete information call 276-5202.

GO GREYHOUND

and leave the driving to us.
Eugene McDowell

You won’t get nothing you want if you don’t work hard.

By Deborah Wilt
Alligator Staff Writer

It was a lazy Sunday afternoon, and Eugene McDowell was sprawled across an orange bean bag on the floor of his Yon Hall dorm room. Both of the freshman’s size 15 bare feet were up on roommate Rodney Williams’ bed. The television offered the University of Alabama at Birmingham basketball game, but McDowell had the sound turned down in favor of the soul music pulsating through his stereo speakers.

McDowell, casually dressed in a Cator shirt and white jeans, was taking it easy. The night before, UF’s basketball team dropped a 70-69 contest to the University of North Carolina at Charlotte basketball team, but McDowell had the ball turned down in favor of the soul music pulsating through his stereo speakers.

McDowell finished third on the SEC scoring list with 21.3 points per game, behind Tennessee’s Dale Ellis (21.4 ppg) and Williams was also fourth in rebounding, averaging 8.3 boards per contest.

Other UF starters are center Eugene McDowell (10 points, 8.8 rebounds per game), guards Rob Harden (9.2 ppg) and Mike Moses (6.3 ppg), and forward Rodney Williams (2.9 ppg) and George Jackson (4.9 ppg) at forward.

Forward Vernon Delancy is not making the trip to Lexington, the sophomore, who was suspended after the UF-Kentucky game Feb. 17 by coach Norm Shannon, did not play in UF’s last three games.

Lady Gator cagers vie for state championship

The Lady Gator basketball program has a chance to move another step forward Friday and Saturday at Bethune Cookman College in Daytona Beach, where UF will vie — along with five other Division II schools — for the AIAW state championship.

UF, seeded first in the tournament, will play the winner of the Florida A & M University-University of South Florida contest Friday at 7 p.m.

Should the Lady Gators win, they will face the winner of the University of Miami-Stetson University-Florida State University bracket in the championship game Saturday at 6 p.m. in Moore Gymnasium.

UF head coach Mickie DeMoss believes UF will face the Lady Seminoles for the right to move on to the regional tournament, to be played in the Leon County Civic Center in Tallahassee March 11 to 13.

“I think it will come down to the wire — or at least it should, between us and FSU,” DeMoss said. UF and FSU split two games played against each other this season. The Lady Gators won at FSU, 63-60, but lost in the O’Connell Center, 88-78.

Lady Gator freshmen Tammy Jackson last week was named to the All-Southeastern Conference team. It is the first time UF has been represented on the squad.
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